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T

he success of many future high
speed propulsion systems will depend on the ability to use environmentally friendly liquid fuels that offer high
energy density, high heat sink capacity,
short ignition delays, high reaction rates,
and low cost (i.e., are easy to handle and
readily available).1,2 One of the problems
with new and/or alternative fuels is that
they often perform less satisfactorily than
fuels currently in use.3,4 Recently there has
been considerable interest in using colloidal
suspensions consisting of low concentrations of colloids dispersed within a liquid
hydrocarbon fuel to improve ignition and
enhance the performance characteristics of
the fuel.5,6 The colloidal particles, which are
dispersed within the fuel during storage
and handling, can facilitate endothermic
fuel characteristics in the fuel delivered to
the engine (i.e., as a liquid fuel catalyst) and
then can be used to enhance ignition and
combustion once the fuel is vaporized and
appropriately mixed. During the fuel addition and mixing in the combustion chamber, particles are homogeneously dispersed
throughout the gas-phase reaction zone,
where they catalyze reactions. Nanostructured additives offer distinct advantages
over larger scale particles due to their high
surface area to volume ratio and increased
density of surface functionalities. Nanoscale
materials also exhibit optical properties favorable to radiative heat transfer that could
aid in combustion.7 Colloids containing various nanostructured ignition agents may allow for the distributed ignition (or heating)
of fuels using light sources; distributed ignition, as opposed to single-point ignition,
could greatly improve combustion efﬁciencies.8 These properties allow for greater
heating rates of the individual particles, increased numbers of active surface sites, and
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Functionalized Graphene Sheet
Colloids for Enhanced Fuel/Propellant
Combustion

ABSTRACT We have compared the combustion of the monopropellant nitromethane with that of

nitromethane containing colloidal particles of functionalized graphene sheets or metal hydroxides. The linear
steady-state burning rates of the monopropellant and colloidal suspensions were determined at room
temperature, under a range of pressures (3.35ⴚ14.4 MPa) using argon as a pressurizing ﬂuid. The ignition
temperatures were lowered and burning rates increased for the colloidal suspensions compared to those of the
liquid monopropellant alone, with the graphene sheet suspension having signiﬁcantly greater burning rates (i.e.,
greater than 175%). The relative change in burning rate from neat nitromethane increased with increasing
concentrations of fuel additives and decreased with increasing pressure until at high pressures no enhancement
was found.
KEYWORDS: graphene · metal oxide · nanoparticle · nitromethane · combustion ·
propellant

enhanced reactivity. Furthermore, the heat
sink properties of the liquid may be signiﬁcantly enhanced by low concentrations of
nanoparticle additives in the liquid.9⫺12 A
colloidal catalyst dispersed in the fuel is particularly appealing because it can be readily
integrated into existing and future liquid
combustion systems.
Colloidal dispersions are also of interest
for solving combustion related issues in
other energy conversion devices. For example, colloidal dispersions of nanocatalysts in automotive diesel fuels are receiving
attention as a means to improve cetane numbers and fuel economy, as well as to increase
soot reactivity in particulate ﬁlter traps.13,14 In
addition to hydrocarbon-based fuels for airbreathing propulsion applications, the use of
nanocatalysts in monopropellant and bipropellant rocket applications may eliminate the
need for more elaborate structural catalysts,
thereby enabling the use of expendable catalysts and novel high energy density monopropellants.15 For hypergolic applications,
colloidal catalysts may also permit the substitution of less reactive nontoxic reactants by
reducing ignition delays.16
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Figure 1. Functional groups on graphene. (a) A planar view
showing epoxides and hydroxides above and below the
graphene plane. Carbon atoms are blue, oxygen atoms are
red, and hydrogen atoms are white. (b) Edge-on view of a
functionalized graphene sheet with distribution of functionalities above and below the plane. The estimated thickness
of a functionalized graphene sheet with functionalities is
⬃0.78 nm.23

The majority of work to date involving the use of
nanocatalytic and/or energetic fuel additives has involved the use of metals and/or metal oxides or oxyhydroxides. Although these systems have enhanced performance, there are accompanying disadvantages.
Nanoscale metal additives, usually aluminum, can signiﬁcantly increase energy densities and reaction rates of
propellants.17⫺21 However, performance is compromised by the presence of nonenergetic oxide passivation layers on the particles,22 and the production of
solid oxide reaction products in the combustion process. Many of these problems could be solved by using a support material that not only catalyzes fuel combustion reactions but eventually participates
energetically and is consumed without producing residual particulates. Here, we show that functionalized
graphene sheets (FGSs)23,24 (Figure 1) address these issues and represent a new approach for nanostructured fuel additives.
Graphene, the name given to a single basal plane
of graphite, is a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb arrangement of sp2 bound carbon atoms. These 2D carbon layers are the building blocks for other carbon materials, including carbon nanotubes (CNTs), bulk
graphite, and buckyballs.25 Graphene sheets exhibit
many of the same desirable qualities as CNTs, including high electrical conductivity and good mechanical
3946
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properties, but should not contain signiﬁcant quantities of metal particles that are used to catalyze CNT
growth as the synthesis of FGS does not use metalcontaining catalysts.23,24,26,27 FGS, as the functionalized
form of the graphene sheet, differs from ideal graphene
in that it contains chemical functional groups on the
surface (epoxides and hydroxides) (Figure 1) and on the
edges (hydroxides and carboxylates).23,24,28 The carbon
to oxygen (C/O) ratio can range from 2 (“graphene oxide”) to higher values, depending on the degree of
reduction.23,24 The nominal C/O (mol/mol) ratio is designated by a numeric subscript, hence FGS22 has a C/O ratio of 22. Chemical or thermal reduction of the FGS increases the C/O ratio by removing carbon oxides, which
creates vacancies and topographical defects in the
FGS.23,29 These surface defects cause the FGS to buckle,
fold, and wrinkle, helping to prevent regraphitization of
the FGSs by inhibiting layering of one FGS onto another.23 This folding maintains the high surface area of
the FGSs when dry and helps to prevent layered aggregation between sheets when in suspension.
Recently graphene has generated considerable interest as an alternative to CNTs, since new manufacturing methods have indicated that graphene (in particular
FGS) is much cheaper to produce at larger scales.23,24
FGSs are also readily dispersible in many hydrocarbon
fuels and propellants without the need of surfactants
and may provide signiﬁcantly higher surface area
(⬎1800 m2/g)24 than their oxide counterparts, with
heats of combustion close to that of aluminum (31.1
kJ/g of aluminum versus 32.8 kJ/g of carbon).30 Moreover, because graphene is fully consumed by oxidation
in high temperature processes containing an excess
amount of oxygen, it can contribute to the fuel energy
density, and its utilization will result in no exhaust particulate matter or plume “signature” beyond that of the
fuel combustion products themselves.
The presence of nucleophilic oxygen-containing
functionalities on the surfaces and edges of the FGSs
imparts multifunctionality to the use of FGSs in fuels as
these chemically active sites may provide catalytic behavior,31 stabilizing or encouraging reaction intermediaries during combustion. Defect structures in the FGSs
following reduction also provide active sites within the
graphene structure. The high carrier mobility in
graphene is little affected by low densities of
defects,23,29 which would serve to stabilize free radicals
at the defect structure and so provide other sources of
accessible nucleophiles within the FGS. The ability to set
the C/O ratio of the FGS through chemical or thermal reduction permits tuning the FGS to speciﬁc solvents:
the more reduced versions would be more compatible
with alkanes while a higher oxygen content FGS (in the
form of hydroxides, epoxides, and carboxylates) would
be more compatible with more polar and/or ionic hydrocarbons such as the alcohols, aldehydes, and
ketones.23,24,27
www.acsnano.org
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Here we wish to demonstrate the behavior
of graphene colloidal suspensions on combustion properties and compare them with conventional metal oxide colloid behavior. We
used nitromethane (CH3NO2 or NM), a highly
energetic liquid organic nitro compound, in
these demonstrations, because as a monopropellant the fuel and oxidizer are molecularly
bound and any effects of fuel and oxidizer mixing rates on observations are minimized. Additionally, NM has long been identiﬁed as a potential rocket propellant for various
applications and is receiving renewed interest
as a low toxicity alternative to highly toxic propellants such as hydrazine.32⫺37 As the simplest
organic nitro compound, it also serves as a surrogate for more complex energetic materials,
such as RDX (1,3,5-trinitrohexahydro-1,3,5trizane, (NO2N · CH2)3), that share many of the
same chemical reactions.38 Due to NM’s low
oxygen content and reactivity, NM behaves as
a fuel at low pressures, requiring additional oxidizers to sustain combustion. Therefore, NM is
often referred to as both a fuel and a
monopropellant.
Nitromethane, although a simple molecule,
has a complex ignition and combustion process
occurring in multiple stages.38⫺40 The homogeneous reaction begins with the vaporization and
decomposition of CH3NO2 through scission of the
C⫺N bond, which is the initiating decomposition route and highly endothermic (activation
barrier of 42 kcal/mol).39 With the development
of a pool of radical species, hydrogen abstraction
from the methyl group of NM may also occur to
yield CH2NO2. The ﬁrst of two ignition stages is
Figure 2. Captured images of regression process during combustion at 2 s intervals.
characterized by the consumption of NM and a
(a) Neat nitromethane at 5.23 MPa, rb ⴝ 1.2 mm/s. (b) NM containing 0.5 wt % Alurapid increase in temperature to an intermediate minum Oxide Plus at 5.16 MPa, rb ⴝ 1.6 mm/s. (c) NM containing 0.39 wt % porous
SiO2 nanoparticles at 5.25 MPa, rb ⴝ 1.9 mm/s. (d) NM containing 0.3% by mass FGS22
value, dependent on the initial temperature of
at 5.16 MPa, rb ⴝ 2.2 mm/s. The fastest burn rate is achieved under roughly equivathe NM and environmental pressure. The rate of
lent pressure through the addition of the smallest additive mass when using FGS22.
The residue left on the silica glass tube walls is much more apparent with FGS than
NM decomposition and the ﬁrst stage ignition
the oxide materials, obscuring the view of much of the burning process; however unprocess are controlled by the NM dissociation re- der fuel lean conditions much of the FGS would be consumed though oxidation
action (i.e., CH3NO2 ⫹ M ¡ CH3 ⫹ NO2 ⫹ M).
processes.
This stage is also characterized by the overall conIn what follows, we demonstrate that dispersing
version of NO2 to NO, yielding a considerable amount of
FGSs
within NM can signiﬁcantly enhance ignition and
CH4 (via hydrogen abstraction by the methyl radical) and
combustion
rates without adding a catalytic compound
NO as the primary intermediate species, whose respective
to the graphene surface. A comparative analysis with
oxidation and reduction processes are relatively slow.40
oxide materials illustrates that, although burning rates
This creates an intermediate stage or “dark” zone, which
are also increased by the addition of oxide nanopartican often be characterized by a plateau in the reaction
cles, there are advantages to using the FGS rather than
temperature. The intermediate stage concludes with the
onset of the second stage ignition process, which is char- oxide nanoparticles. In this paper, we do not include a
comparison with CNTs in nitromethane because of conacterized by a second rapid increase in temperature (to
cerns about metal contamination in the CNTs. Metal
the equilibrium state), the overall reduction of NO to N2,
and the formation of product species such as CO, H2O, H2, contamination might affect the apparent combustion
catalysis attributed to CNTs themselves. Catalytic activand CO2. Each ignition stage in the reaction process beity of FGS is expected to occur on both sides of the
comes progressively more exothermic.40
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Figure 3. (a) AFM image of single sheet graphene (C/O ⬇ 22). The inset is an SEM image of graphene agglomerates. Also shown are SEM
images of (b) Nanoactive Aluminum Oxide Plus and (c) nanoporous silica.

graphene sheets. In the case of CNTs, however, the active surface is constrained to only the outer regions of
the nanotubes. The fuel colloids studied, particularly
ones containing FGSs, enhance the reaction rates
through several mechanisms including enhanced heat
transfer (radiation and conduction) and chemical reactivity (catalysis and carbon oxidation), a result we believe can be replicated in liquid fuels/air combustion
problems involving petroleum derived and synthetic
hydrocarbons. Several of these mechanisms are not yet
fully understood, particularly those relating to the catalytic activity and heat transfer properties of the nanostructured materials. Future studies will lead to more
fundamental investigations of these aspects and their
relation to colloidal suspensions in fuel combustion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various nanostructured fuel additives have been
characterized and their effects on propellant energy
density analyzed. Additionally, the linear deﬂagration
(burning) rates (rb, cm · s⫺1) of nitromethane containing the colloidal additives were monitored and recorded (see Figure 2), characterizing the associated ignition and reaction rates as a function of additive
concentration and system pressure. The linear burning
rates are described using the commonly empirical relationship, rb ⫽ apn, where n is known as the pressure exponent, and a is an empirical constant that is inﬂuenced by the initial propellant temperature.41 The
power law dependence on pressure is qualitatively supported by simple premixed ﬂame theory.42
Characterization of Nanostructured Fuel Additives. Typical
morphologies and overall dimensions of the silicon
and aluminum oxides and FGS materials are shown in
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images contained in Figure 3. Physical properties of the particles including the density and surface area are shown in Table
1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the aluminum oxide (designated as Aluminum Oxide Plus by the supplier) demonstrates that it is aluminum monohydroxide (AlOOH), not aluminum oxide (Al2O3). XRD on the
silicon oxide indicates an amorphous solid, having no detectable crystallinity. The FGS22 powder did not exhibit
any graphite-related diffraction peaks under XRD. Ther3948
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mal analysis of the respective powders indicated a high
hydroxide content in the metal oxide powders, consistent
with the assumed oxyhydroxide composition of the two
metal oxides. FGS22, being a highly reduced form of
graphene oxide reacted in air near 800 °C.
The high surface areas of the three additives correspond to effective spherical radii of 2⫺3 nm for discrete primary particles of the densities shown in Table
1. As seen in Figure 3, agglomerates of the aluminum
and silicon oxyhydroxide particles are much larger
(micrometers to tens of micrometers) than this theoretical range, indicating the formation of “hard” agglomerates,43 that is, agglomerates of primary particles that
cannot be broken by the application of ultrasonic vibration.44 These larger secondary particles have high porosity and may disperse readily in liquid under ultrasonic vibration. However, the larger particles quickly
settle out of the liquid when agitation ceases. In contrast, the high surface area of the FGS reﬂects the
high single sheet content of this material, which is
also conﬁrmed by atomic force microscopy studies.23,24 High single sheet content, as well as its highly
covalent structure lead the FGS sample to readily
disperse in nitromethane. The resulting suspensions
are far more stable than those of the metal oxyhydroxides, as is evidenced by little settling of the FGS
of the liquid dispersion when agitation was
removed.
Energetics of Nitromethane Mixtures. The combustion energetics of neat NM and the associated colloids were
calculated using the NASA Chemical Equilibrium with
Applications (CEA) Software.45 Since the exact thermodynamic properties of the three additives used in this
work are not available, they were modeled as pure SiO2
TABLE 1. Physical Characterization of Nitromethane

Additives
material

density, g/cm3

surface area, m2/g

functionalized graphene sheets (C/O ⫽ 22)
porous silica (5⫺15 nm)

2.09⫺2.25
2.2⫺2.6a
2.0 ⫾ 0.1
2.9a
2.7 ⫾ 0.1

549
590⫺690a
514
⬎550a
467

NanoActive Aluminum Oxide Plus
a

Value provided by manufacturer or supplier.
www.acsnano.org
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Figure 4. Estimated equilibrium ﬂame temperatures as a
function of pressure for the propellants considered in this
study. Calculations were completed using NASA CEA software, using an initial temperature of 298 K and a fuel additive concentration of 0.5% (by mass) which is on the order of
the mixtures considered in the burning rate measurements.
The thermochemistry of the colloid containing NanoScale
Corporation’s Aluminum Oxide Plus particles were modeled
assuming a chemical makeup of Al2O3(␣) and Al(OH)3(␣) as
well, yielding only small differences (1ⴚ3 K) in the predicted
ﬂame temperatures when using boehmite. Assuming the
enthalpy of formation of graphene to be equivalent to a C70
fullerene causes the predicted ﬂame temperatures to be
6ⴚ8 degrees higher than when assumed equal to graphite.
The shift in the silica curve is attributed to the transfer of reaction products from SiO to SiO2 (l) at higher pressures.

(␣-quartz), boehmite (AlOOH), and graphite since the
thermodynamic properties of these materials are
known. Figure 4 illustrates the calculated ﬂame temperatures of each propellant as a function of pressure. NM
is a monopropellant, that is, both the fuel and oxidizer
properties are contained within the same molecular
structure. Since NM has a negative oxygen balance
(⫺39.3%),46 the molecule is deﬁcient in sufﬁcient oxygen for complete combustion and all three additives reduced the reaction energetics by diluting the mixture.
At these concentrations, the changes in the reaction energetics are small, indicating that burning rates should
be slightly reduced by each of the additives present
since ﬂame temperatures are reduced, slowing reaction kinetics. Graphite reduces the ﬂame temperatures
the greatest amount but has the lowest density and
molecular weight. Therefore, its volumetric and molar
concentration would be the greatest. At lower pressures, alumina has the smallest effect, whereas at higher
pressures the effects of silica and alumina are approximately the same. Fuel additives were also modeled using other materials of similar elemental composition
and known thermochemistry, and only slight differences in the predicted temperatures were found.
Enthalpies of combustion were also calculated after
adding a stoichiometric amount of oxygen. With oxygen present, the overall energetics were slightly affected by the low concentrations of additives considered; 0.5 wt % graphite increases the heat of reaction
by 1.4%, while an equivalent amount of the silica and
www.acsnano.org

Figure 5. Linear burning rate of nitromethane and catalyst
support additive mixtures as a function of mass concentration. The burning rate of neat NM is estimated using the experimentally derived correlation from Boyer and Kuo.34

boehmite decreased the heats of reaction by 0.65%
and 0.003%, respectively.
Burning Rates of Nitromethane and Particle Dispersions. The
burning rates of each mixture as a function of additive
concentration are shown in Figure 5 (% mass) and Figure 6 (% volume). The results are compared with the
neat NM burning rates derived by Boyer and Kuo, who
used a similar experimental setup.34 Each additive produced a signiﬁcant enhancement in burning rates, implying that ignition delays were reduced and combustion rates were enhanced. Over the range of
concentrations considered, increases in burning rates
were roughly linearly proportional to the additive concentration. The two oxide materials had approximately
the same effect, with the silica performing slightly better from a mass perspective. The NM burning rates were
improved by nearly 60% with an oxide mass concentration of just 0.76 wt %. Although the results of the oxide colloids are noteworthy, the FGSs performed far better. A 47% gain in linear burning rate was found at a
concentration as low as 0.075 wt %, with a maximum
gain of greater than 175% using the FGS. When the results are viewed as a function of volume concentration
there are only small differences in the trends, with FGSs
still producing more signiﬁcantly enhanced burning
rates compared to the oxide additives. The FGS was not
tested at concentrations greater than 0.5 wt % because some of the material coated the silica glass tube
walls during testing, obstructing the view of the receding liquid column. Wall coating caused difﬁculty in resolving the ﬂame images shown in Figure 2d.
Summarizing the observations above, the FGS suspension is superior to suspensions of the metal oxyhydroxides in two ways: First, FGS readily disperses into
NM with the application of ultrasonic vibration and, second, more FGS remains in suspension for a longer time
when the agitation is removed. The metal oxyhydroxides and the FGS had similar surface areas but quite difVOL. 3 ▪ NO. 12 ▪ 3945–3954 ▪ 2009
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Figure 6. Linear burning rate of nitromethane and catalyst
support additive mixtures as a function of volume concentration (density of FGS assumed to be 2.17 g/cm3). The burning rate of neat NM is estimated using the experimentally
derived correlation from Boyer and Kuo.34

Figure 7. Linear burning rate of nitromethane and FGS additive mixtures as a function of pressure. The burning rate of
neat NM is estimated using the experimentally derived correlation from Boyer and Kuo.34 Burning rate correlations derived
for the nitromethane mixtures using a curve ﬁt to the data indicates a greatly reduced pressure exponent (i.e., sensitivity).

ferent morphologies. Where the oxyhydroxides were
limited by the presence of larger secondary particles,
the FGS appears to contain a high fraction of single
sheets (not visible in the SEM images but detailed in
previous publications)23,24 and planar aggregates with
a high aspect ratio, as seen in Figure 3. Surface functionalities may be more accessible in this morphology, especially in comparison to functional groups held within
the pores of porous secondary particles. The wetting
of the additive by the NM is important here, as the penetration of the pores by the NM may be restricted by
the oxide surfaces. In contrast, the oxygen-containing
functional groups on FGS are contained on a highly covalent surface, enabling the FGS to act as an amphiphilic compound, having hydrophilic functional
3950
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groups on a hydrophobic substrate. Tuning the oxygen content through reduction of the FGS is possible
and controlled reduction presents a mechanism by
which the dispersibility of FGS in NM can be improved.
The effects of FGSs on the pressure dependence of
the NM burning rate were determined, illustrated in Figure 7. Enhancements in burning rates due to FGS addition are greater under lower pressure conditions. At
the highest pressures considered in this study, neat NM
burning times are essentially equivalent to those of
the colloid with 0.2 wt % FGSs. The colloid caused the
NM burning process to display less pressure sensitivity
over the range of pressures considered, which is important for propulsion applications such as rocket motors,
where pressure instabilities lead to reduced motor control and performance. Since the reactor used in this
study is limited to pressures below approximately
15 MPa, greater pressures could not be studied. As discussed hereafter, we expect that the colloid burning
rates would follow the pressure dependency of neat
NM at pressures greater than 15 MPa. Results of this
study have also indicated that the pressure exponent
is inversely proportional to the additive concentration,
particularly at low concentrations.
Nitromethane Burning Rate Enhancement Mechanisms. The
steady state linear deﬂagration rate of a liquid is controlled by the amount of heat released from the reaction, the reaction rate, and the rate of heat transfer from
the gas-phase reaction back to the unreacted ﬂuid. On
the basis of the thermochemical calculations presented
in Figure 4, it is known that the additives have a negligible
or negative effect on the total heat release. Therefore increases in burning rates may be attributed to increased
reaction rates and/or increased heat transfer. Heat transfer occurs via two modes, conduction and radiation. Solid
bodies are known to absorb/emit a wide range of thermal radiation,47 and nanoscale particles are known to
have improved optical properties compared to large scale
bulk materials.7 The presence of particles within the liquid and entrained within the gas-phase reaction zone
provides both emitters and receptors of thermal energy
that are not present in the neat NM burning process. Carbon materials have high emissivities,48 and therefore radiative heat transfer is expected to be greater with FGS
additives. Radiative effects may be assumed to be independent of pressure, which provides an explanation for
the pressure dependence of the observed burning rates.
Given the reactivity of the FGSs it is unlikely that radiative
heat transfer is the only burning rate enhancement mechanism. The thermal conductivity of single sheet graphene
is quite large, at least equaling that measured for carbon
nanotubes (⬃4840 to 5300 W/m · K for graphene versus
1750⫺5800 W/m · K for single wall carbon nanotubes).49
The heat sink capacity for the FGS-containing suspension
is expected to be much higher than that of the NM alone
or metal oxyhydroxide-containing suspensions.
www.acsnano.org
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In addition to the catalytic routes for enhanced NM
combustion, the oxides of nitrogen (NO, NO2) are known
to react with carbonaceous materials.56⫺58 NO2 reacts very
rapidly with carbon at near 100 °C, and strong oxidative
gasiﬁcation of carbon occurs at temperatures greater
than 400 °C.57 Although carbon catalyzes the NO2 decomposition reaction, it is unlikely to affect NM combustion
processes since the homogeneous reaction is fast and
modeling has not shown any signiﬁcant concentrations
of NO2 occurring in the NM ﬂame. The exothermic reactions between NO and carbon, which have similar kinetic
rates as the O2-carbon reactions, have been studied in detail due to their potential of controlling both soot and
NOx engine emission levels. The NO reactions, which
strongly gasify carbon above 600 °C,57 are more likely to
have an effect on NM burning rates. In nitromethane
combustion, the NO is relatively unreactive at the “dark”
zone temperature, and hence, large amounts of NO form
and react slowly, until the second stage of reaction. By reacting NO with carbon, in the form of FGSs that are unbuffered by hydrogen, some of the energy release from the
global reaction is shifted to lower temperatures and earlier times. Concentrations of NO are reduced as well,
shortening the length of the “dark” zone at low pressures. These chemical mechanisms therefore lead to
greater temperature gradients within the ﬂame, increasing thermal conductivity from the ﬂame to liquid⫺gas
fuel interface. As a heterogeneous reaction, enhancements due to the carbon particle and NO reactions are reduced with pressure leading to the reduced pressure sensitivity found in Figure 7, as with catalytic mechanisms.
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The combustion of NM may be enhanced by catalyzing decomposition through eliminating the need to
rupture the C⫺N bond.50 The observed large enhancement in burning rates implies that the NM decomposition and subsequent reaction kinetics are accelerated by
the presence of the high melting point particles. However, there is limited information involving the catalytic
properties of metal oxides, oxyhydroxides, or carbonbased materials on NM. Hermoni and Salmon showed
that a wide range of metal oxides could catalyze the ﬁrst
stage ignition and decomposition of NM.51 “N-type” oxides produced the largest decrease in ignition temperatures, with alumina found to lower the ignition temperature to 260 °C, compared to the ignition temperature of
neat NM at 419 °C.52 Using these data, Benziger studied
decomposition reactions using Ni, NiO, NiO/Al2O3 and
Cr2O3/Al2O3 catalysts, concluding that NM adsorbs on the
surface via the N⫺O oxygens and thereupon dissociates
into absorbed HCN, O, and H. The rate limiting step is the
breaking of the N⫺O bonds, which then desorb to form
gaseous HCN, NH3, N2, and CO2 products.50,53 Unlike homogeneous decomposition, negligible amounts of NOx
and CH4 products were found. More recently, Yamaguchi
demonstrated another mechanism for NM decomposition on a ␥-alumina surface, showing the formation of acianions (CH2NO2⫺),54 a compound which has been identiﬁed as a sensitizing species in the detonation of liquid
nitromethane.55 The aci-anion then decomposed further
into NCO, eventually forming NH3 and CO2 products.
Several mechanisms involving the functionalities on
FGS are possible. Similar to the oxygen-containing functionalities in the metal oxyhydroxides, FGS functional
groups are highly nucleophilic and accessible. Scission
of the C⫺N bond through nucleophilic substitution reactions is one such mechanism, although adsorption
onto the surface followed by decomposition of the
N⫺O bond is another. We can only offer speculation at
this time on possible catalytic mechanisms, but note
that the improved dispersion of the FGS in the NM over
that of the metal oxyhydroxides implies that more functional groups are in contact with the liquid for a given
mass concentration of FGS with respect to the metal oxyhydroxides. Also, the reduced FGS is known to contain signiﬁcant topographical defect structures. These
defects can act as the sites for free radical formation and
stabilization, offering mechanisms not present in the
oxyhydroxides. But whatever the mechanism, the
“dark” zone chemistry of the gas-phase reaction is in essence eliminated by these catalyzed decomposition reactions and the exothermicity of the initial stage of reaction is thereby increased. Homogeneous reactions,
which are often second order, generally have rates proportional to the square of the pressure, whereas heterogeneous reaction rates usually increase linearly with
pressure. Therefore, the catalytic effects of the particles
will diminish with increasing pressure until their effects are negligible.

CONCLUSIONS
The linear burning rates of nitromethane have been
studied at high pressures, exploring the effects of potential nanostructured catalyst support material additives, including aluminum oxyhydroxide, amorphous silicon oxide, and functionalized graphene sheets. In all cases
burning rates were increased with the addition of these
additives. Of the three materials considered, FGS proved
to be the most promising in terms of maximizing the NM
reaction rates. It is shown that the linear burning rate
may be more than doubled with low concentrations of
FGS. Burning rate enhancements were greatest at lower
pressures, an attribute which caused the colloid burning
rates to be less pressure sensitive than neat NM. Enhancement mechanisms are thought to be increased heat
transfer due to radiation and thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity is increased due to catalysis and the nitric oxide and FGS oxidation reaction, both of which reduce ﬂame thicknesses at lower pressures. Further studies
are required in order to determine the relative importance of each mechanism and fully understand the dynamics of FGS fuel colloid combustion. Although our current study presents results using only NM, we expect
that a similar approach may be taken to improve the reaction rates of other liquid fuels such as hydrocarbons.
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 12 ▪ 3945–3954 ▪ 2009
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METHODS
Raw Materials. The nanostructured materials chosen for this
study were porous silica (SiO2) nanopowder (Sigma Aldrich, CAS
No. 7631-86-9), Nanoactive Aluminum Oxide Plus (NanoScale
Corp., Manhattan, KS), and FGSs with a C/O ratio of 22 (Princeton University, Princeton, NJ). The liquid monopropellant used
was nitromethane (Alfa Aesar, CAS No. 75-52-5, 98⫹%). The fuel
and additives were used as received.
FGS Synthesis Procedures. FGSs are synthesized through a thermal exfoliation process. This manufacturing process is described
in detail in previous publications.23,24 Graphite oxide (GO) is initially formed by oxidizing graphite ﬂake (Asbury Carbons, Asbury, NJ) using a concentrated solution of nitric acid, sulfuric
acid, and potassium chlorate following the Staudenmaier
method.59 At the completion of the oxidation process, GO is
cleansed of the concentrated solution and spray dried. To exfoliate the GO, a small amount is placed into a silica glass tube
that is sealed at one end, purged with argon, and placed into a
high temperature furnace (Lindberg, model 59246-6, Lindberg/
Blue M, Asheville, NC) for a set time period. High rates of CO2 gas
production yield pressures high enough to overcome the van
der Waals forces holding the graphene layers together, prompting the exfoliation process. The conversion efﬁciency of this
mechanism is therefore directly related to the furnace temperature used in the manufacturing process. A visual indication that
FGSs have formed is a large volume expansion of the GO
(500⫺1000 fold) which is veriﬁed by measuring the speciﬁc surface area of the products, elemental composition via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and the disappearance of XRD
peaks.
Particle Characterization. Density and surface areas of the solid
additives were determined using a helium pycnometer (AccuPyc 1340, Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA)
and BET adsorption method (Gemini 2380, Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA). The density of the FGS could
not be accurately measured so the theoretical density of pristine
graphite was used in Table 1.
The metal oxyhydroxide powders and FGS were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (5130MM, Tescan, Czech
Republic) to determine particle size and microscopic features.
SEM samples of the colloids were prepared by ﬁrst ultrasonicating each powder in ethanol, then putting a drop onto a conductive aluminum sample stub and allowing the solvent to evaporate. The metal oxyhydroxide samples were coated with 2⫺3 nm
of iridium to ensure good conductivity and imaging. FGS
samples were sufﬁciently conductive and did not require metal
coating.
X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on dry powder
samples to determine the phase content and the extent of crystallinity in the respective colloids (Miniﬂex diffractometer, Cu K␣
radiation,  ⫽ 1.5406 Å, Rigaku Americas Corp., The Woodlands,
TX). Simultaneous thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were done to corroborate XRD
analysis of the colloids (STA 449C Jupiter, Erich Netzsch GmbH
& Co., Germany). Samples were ramped to 1100 °C under air at
20 °C, sufﬁcient to completely combust the FGS and chart phase
transitions in the aluminum oxyhydroxide powder.
Thermochemical Calculations. Equilibrium ﬂame temperatures of
neat nitromethane and colloids were estimated using Chemical
Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) software (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH).45 The “combustion” problem type was used, which assigns a constant pressure and enthalpy for the reaction. Standard
enthalpies of formation for NM, graphite, silica, alumina, and aluminum hydroxide (Al(OH)3) materials were provided in the CEA
thermochemistry databases. Enthalpies of C70 fullerene and boehmite were applied from other sources.60,61 Heats of combustion (i.e., enthalpies of reaction) were calculated assuming a reaction temperature and pressure of 298 K and 1 atm, and the
only reaction products to be CO2, H2O (l), N2, Al2O3, and SiO2, depending on the monopropellant considered. Enthalpies of formation for all materials with the exception of boehmite were
taken from the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(Gaithersburg, MD) database.62
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Liquid Dispersion Preparation. Constituents of each mixture were
measured on a mass basis using an analytical balance (model
AB265-S, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH) into a tall screw top vial
(23.5 mL (6 drams)). The particles were initially mixed by shaking the vial by hand and were then dispersed using an ultrasonic
bath (model 150, VWR, West Chester, PA) for a minimum of 45
min to reduce particle agglomeration. All samples were dispersed immediately prior to burning rate testing to minimize
any effects related to particle agglomeration and sedimentation.
Burning Rate Measurement Procedures. The effect of the NM additives on the combustion rates was determined by measuring
the linear burning rate of the colloids in a large (23 L) constant
volume optical pressure vessel or strand burner. Before loading
the sample into the reactor, the suspension was transferred using a pipet from the vial to a silica glass tube (10 mm O.D. ⫻
8 mm I.D.), which was a minimum of 5 cm long and capped at
one end. The samples are placed into silica glass tubes so that
the burning process may be optically observed. Argon was used
to pressurize the vessel, reducing the concentration of oxygen
containing species to negligible quantities. The absence of oxygen in the system required that the vessel be pressurized to reduce the reaction zone thickness, and obtain a steady state, selfpropagating combustion process of the NM. Real time recording
of the reaction progression was monitored using a digital video
camera recorder (Sony, model DCR-SR100). The chamber, experimental setup, and basic procedure is described in more detail
and shown schematically in a previous publication.63
As a fuel-rich premixed fuel and oxidizer mixture (or monopropellant), there is no need to provide a separate oxidizer with
the NM. Ignition of each sample was accomplished using an ignition booster made of double-base gun propellant (NOSOL
363), threaded over a strand of nichrome wire, which is placed
slightly submerged at the top of the liquid column. The
nichrome wire is resistively heated using a power supply (Agilent Technologies, model 6674A, Santa Clara, CA) with an applied
load of 45 W (9 V, 5 A) to ignite the booster, which in turn ignites the NM. A Nicolet Genesis multichannel data acquisition
system (LDS Nicolet, model 986A0151, Middleton, WI) monitored
and recorded the system pressure (Setra, model 206 pressure
transducer, 0⫺5000 psig, Boxborough, MA) as a function of time
at a standard sampling rate of 200 Hz, while the receding liquid
column was recorded using the video camera. Burning rates are
determined from the digital video, which recorded the process at
a rate of 30 frames per second. The outer diameter of the silica
glass tube is used as the reference dimension.
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